CLASS of 2019
COMMENCEMENT

Sunday, the Nineteenth of May
Two Thousand Nineteen
UNIVERSITY-WIDE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

CAMPUS GREEN
Twelve o’clock in the afternoon

PROCESSIONAL*
James Elliott, Professor of English and Faculty Marshal
Jing Zhang, Professor of Management, Academic Associate Dean of the Graduate School of Management, and Faculty Marshal

WELCOME
Steven Swain ’89, Chair of the Board of Trustees

OPENING REMARKS
David P. Angel, President

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Jeffrey Lurie ’73

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Jeffrey Lurie ’73
Presented by Steven Swain ’89, Chair of the Board of Trustees
Martha C. Nussbaum
Presented by Davis W. Baird, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Robert J. Stevenish, P ’86
Presented by Priscilla Elsass, Dean of the Graduate School of Management and Associate Professor of Management

RECOGNITION OF THE GRADUATES
Gino DiIorio, Chair of the Faculty and Professor of Theater

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES
David P. Angel, President

GRADUATE SCHOOL PROCESSIONAL

*Alumni from the 50-Year Association and the Class of 1969 will lead the graduates in the initial procession.

Music for Commencement is provided by Aaron Lindo, piper, and George Caldow ’61, drummer.
The audience is asked to remain seated during the processions and recessional and to refrain from using cell phones during the Commencement Exercises.
GRADUATE SCHOOL
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

KNELLER ATHLETIC CENTER

OPENING REMARKS
Davis W. Baird, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Martha Nussbaum

GRADUATE ADDRESS
Ayodele Michael Agboola

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
For Doctoral Degrees
Yuko Aoyama, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies

For Dual Master’s Degrees
Yuko Aoyama, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies

For Master’s Degrees
Yuko Aoyama, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies

For Master of Business Administration, Master of Science in Accounting, Master of Science in Business Analytics, Master of Science in Finance, and Master of Science in Management
Priscilla Elsass, Dean of the Graduate School of Management

For Master of Public Administration, Master of Science in Information Technology, and Master of Science in Professional Communication
John LaBrie, Dean of School of Professional Studies

CHARGE TO DEGREE RECIPIENTS
Davis W. Baird, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECESSIONAL

Names of graduates and honors earned are accurate as of noon on Monday, May 13, 2019. We regret that later changes may not be reflected in the Commencement program. Graduate Commencement Exercises will also be televised in Johnson Auditorium, Sackler Science Center.
Candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Biology
Melissa A. Graham
“Evolutionary Endocrinology of Reproductive Female Threespine Stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) and Consequences for Offspring Phenotypes”
Gen Morinaga
“The Evolutionary Functional Morphology of Snake-like Body Shapes in Squamate Reptiles”

Economics
Zahra Habib Albohmood
“Essays on Stocks and Household in Developing Countries”
Mali Fan
Yue Gao *
“Three Essays on Environmental Regulation and Economic Activity”
Deniz Lasater
“Three Essays on Transportation, Energy and Environmental Policy in Europe”
Weixiao Wu
Xiaocong Xu
“Three Essays in Urban Economics and International Trade”

Geography
William Michael Collier *
Nathan Samuel Gill
“Disturbance Interactions in Subalpine Forests: Compound Effects and Adaptive Resilience”

History
Kimberly Partee Allar
“Education in Violence: Training Guards in Nazi Concentration Camps and Killings Centers”
Mihai I. Poliec
“A Dangerous Proximity: The Civilian Complicity During the Holocaust in Romania’s Borderlands 1941-1944”

Psychology
Victoria Elizabeth Ameral
“Envisioning a Future: Values Clarification and Delay Discounting in Early Recovery from Opioid Use Disorder”
Matthew J. Hawrilenko
“The Center Can Only Sort of Hold: Heterogeneity in Processes and Outcomes of a Relationship Skills Intervention”
April Moyer
“School Experiences of Massachusetts Youth in Foster Care: Perspectives of Teachers, Foster Parents, and Former Foster Youth”

Interdisciplinary Studies
Melike Sayoglu
“American and Ottoman Slavery, as Represented in Nineteenth-Century American Newspapers”

Candidates for Dual Master’s Degrees

Master of Business Administration/ Master of Arts in Community Development and Planning
Timothy James Gilbert
Michael Fondi Glaser

Master of Science in Environmental Science and Policy
Claire Lydie Doualla Bija
Stanley Joseph Greidinger, ΒΓΣ
Sarah Hamilton

Master of Business Administration/ Master of Science in Finance
Haoyan Song
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Arts

Community Development and Planning
Fiona Maire Barrett *
Molly Elizabeth Bond *
Lorena Alexandra Chelaru
Haley Allison Connors *
Emily K. Corbett
Sarah Cutler David
Robert Christopher Franklin
Carla Beatriz Lee Perez
Haley Taylor Mahan
Conor McCormack
Sarah Elizabeth Meigs
Leah Loeb Meyers
Taylor Morgan Miller *
Amy Rose Morrow
Alexis Nicole Richards
Brenna Lynn Robeson *
Alexander Devon Rothfelder
Jennifer Alicia Rubin
Maria Elisabeth Gabriele Rudorf
Katherine Ainsworth Summers
Gabriel John Trevor
Elyse Waksman

Geography
Benjamin C. Fash
Patrick Bright Mutegeki
Kristen Laurel Shake

History
Patrick Austin Fox
Matthew Dale Rice

International Development and Social Change
Vonía Auríella Salome Adams
Yousra Benchekroun
Leta Irene Branhoun
Kenel Cadet
John R. Carlson
Benjamin Carver
Amy L. Connery
Molly Marie Gurney
Donggie Hong *
Qudratullah Jahid
Samuel Freeman Kennedy
Alyson L. Kenney
Shreyasha Khadka
Samuel Kirsch
Siphwe Salaama Komwa
Hannah Hale Leifheit
Latasha Lucas
Marco Andrés Mora Perez
Montana Paige Myatt
Faith Naa-Louiza Nelson-Tibah
Elena Christina Novak
Helen Marie Perham
Ron N.O. Peterson
Stephanie Rowlett
Lari Nicole Wilson
Robert Mensah Yawlu

Chemistry
Anamika Datta

Economics
Savannah Taylor Adkins
Jinyan Chang
Michael Getachew Endale
Raisa Gomez
Lauren-Kate LaPlante Jones
Vova Koval
Joshua Nkoom
Muhammad Ramzan
Tanya L Stasio

English
Ujwala Bandaru
Emma Berman
William Ralph Brown
Carolin Cichy
Steven Michael Connors
Nicholas D’Olimpio
J. Christian Alexander Farren
Michael J. Kowalczyk-Fisher
Elise Richelle Martorano
Hunter Chamberlain Reid
Nicholas Sancho-Rosi

Physics
Casey Trimble

Psychology
Madeline Baldwin Benz
Alessandra Joy Caruso
Reihonna Lee Frost-Calhoun
Douglas James Gazarian
Thekia Cheeseborough Jackson
Jonathan D. Jampel
Madeline Levitt
Deeya Mitra
Abigail Leigh Nissenbaum

ΒΓΣ indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma, the national honor society for students of management.

ΑΕΛ indicates membership in Alpha Epsilon Lambda, a national academic honor society for adult graduate students.

* Degree to be awarded upon successful completion of requirements
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Arts in Teaching

Heather Mary Lee Bagdoian
Gabrielle Alyse Borsini
Drew Garibaldi Burchill
Kelsie Marie Colson
Lily Christina Cook
Olivia Ann Isom
Alyssa Rae Kaplan
Hannah Grace Kelleher
Rose Jennesee Kendrick
Nicholas James Kirschner
Bowen Christopher Lee
Sadie Nizhoni Allen Levy
Elizabeth Ann Marszalek

Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Katherine M. Battey *
William Frederick Hawkins
Luke LaLonde Nourie
Matthew David Rosienski
Noah Daniel Schweegerle

Biology
Emilie Ogisu
Rachel Jane Orlomoski
Sarah Elizabeth Parker
Simona Tolchin

Environmental Science and Policy
Sophia Yael Aronow
Andrew Paul Burke
Rosy Chaulagain
Odgerel Chintulga *
Daniel Alan Ewald
Samanta Kelly Flanagan
Koby Leon Gardner-Levine
Erica Marie Issenberg *
Ryan Kelly
Stephen Lee
Benjamin Michael O’Connor
Kaila Ryanne Sauër *
Trea Schumacher *
Annalise Smith
Alexis Judith Stabulas

Geographic Information Science
Hannah Marie Corney
Anela Marie Layugan
Mary Isabella Molloy
Carly Robbins
Eli Joshua Simonson
Rishi Samuel Jai Singh
Miles Philbert Weule Chandler

Geographic Information Sciences for Development and Environment
Ayodele Michael Agboola
Oyut Amarjargal
Derek Boland
Erica Cecilia Carcelen
Carson Evan Hauck
Madeleine Haynes
Andrea Huerfano
Kelly Kristine Janus
Fiaotian Jin
Daniel Matthew Lassila
Chenglin Liu
Boka Luo
Amalia Mendes
Aaron Fletcher Meneghini
Jonathan Paul
Yi Ru
Alex Gregory Shaller
Connor William Stephens
Dilli Raj Subedi
Andrew D. Walz
Dale Lahiri Winn Watt
Henrik Lackstrom Westerkam
Sitian Xiong
Kaixi Zhang
Mengyi Zhang
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Health Science

Priscilla Addae-Konadu
Peter Barnabas Apamo
Acara Carter *
Ndeye Tening Gaye
Andrew Joseph Grenier
Erica N. Krenis-Peck
Happi Larissa Venia
Abdikadir Mohamed

Priscilla Addae-Konadu
Peter Barnabas Apamo
Acara Carter *
Ndeye Tening Gaye
Andrew Joseph Grenier
Erica N. Krenis-Peck
Happi Larissa Venia
Abdikadir Mohamed

Candidates for the Degree of Master of Business Administration

Kamaro Dini Abubakar
Nicole Renee Alkes
Sean Coakley Avjian
Kyle Peter Bonicki
Demetri Boumis
Susan Marie Brennan, ΒΓΣ
Noah Raphael Bressler, ΒΓΣ
Nathalya Maria Castro Argueta
Emilee Alice Cocuzzo
Ryan Carroll Cohen
CarrieAnne F. Cormier
Mai Thanh Dang, ΒΓΣ
Mohit Pradeep Dodhia
Charlotte Mary Donovan
Mitchell Hunter Dunke
William August Fitzpatrick *
Joslin Fixon-Owoo
Nisarg Shailesh Gandhi
Deanna Lynn Gentile-Avizinis
Brittany Lynn George, ΒΓΣ
Alica Selene Gillard
Anjelica Elena Gonzalez
Maxine JiFen Harvey
Madeline Jillson Heilner, ΒΓΣ
Michael John Hickey
Philoomena Itua Idiagbonya
Priya Jayesh Jain
Alex James
Matthew Johnston, ΒΓΣ
Adam Katzman, ΒΓΣ
Pooja Keshan, ΒΓΣ
Mohammad Bilal Khan
Courtney Noel Kurz
Jocelyn Marie Laakso
Amanda Nicole Levasseur, ΒΓΣ
Mengxuan Liao
Madison May Lohrum *
Hung Phuc Mai
William John Mandracchia
Remington Lace Maunders, ΒΓΣ
Forest Arlo McBarry
Fiona Maeve McDonnell
Annabelle Yvette Stella Merlin, ΒΓΣ
El Mokhtar Messaou
Michael Robert Milardo
Maria Alejandra Pena Montolio, ΒΓΣ
Maxwell J. Provo
Rebecca Celia Raphaelson
Lucas Rito
Patrick Robinson
Prateek Sareen
Etta Shayu Scott-Smith *
Navin Krishna Shrestha
Leonard Siegel
Tre Kani-Marcel Tatum
Abigail Lynn Waldron
Christopher Michael Weidman
Amy Wong
Michelle Yun
Ethan Robert Ziemba, ΒΓΣ

ΒΓΣ indicates membership in Beta Gamma Sigma, the national honor society for students of management.

AEA indicates membership in Alpha Epsilon Lambda, a national academic honor society for adult graduate students.

* Degree to be awarded upon successful completion of requirements
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Accounting

Lolwah Abdulaziz S. Alhawery
Thomas Duplisea
Shiyun He
Xiaoke Hua *
Xiaohan Ji
Jun Jia
Peixuan Li
Xichen Liao
Gege Liu
Yumeng Liu
Yiqi Lu
Hongyu Ma
Xinshuai Ma

Sara Tariq Malak
Qifeng Meng
Damrong Pornkittichotcharoen
Yiming Ren, βΓΣ
Tingxuan Shi
Qiyuan Wang
Xunyan Xie, βΓΣ
Jiahui Xu
Jinchuan Yang
Man-Yi Yeh, βΓΣ
Xichen Yuan, βΓΣ
Qianhan Zhao
Xiaotong Zhao
Siyu Zheng

Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Business Analytics

Marcus Nii Borketey Damfa Anum
Namisha Bhattarai
Tehreem Hashmi, βΓΣ
Bhnsma Nath Kandel
Vikash Kumar
Una Dipak Kumar Patra

Nidhi Rohit Thaker, βΓΣ
Sagar Pradeep Thakkar
Boyi Zhang
Jian Zhong

Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Finance

Bowen Chen
Joshua C. DeMelo, βΓΣ
Haonan Deng
Guifu Ding
Zeyi Ding
Shuo Feng
Wei Fu
Donglin Han
Liqiang He
Jingci Huang
Juntao Huang, βΓΣ
Ruiyu Jiang
Hongwei Jin
Miao Li
Jingcheng Lin
Jiayi Liu
Pu Liu, βΓΣ
Shijia Liu
Yanbin Liu
Yifei Liu
Ke Lu
Xiao Lu
Yao Lu, βΓΣ

Gan Luo
Kenza Naitlho
Vu Anh Nguyen Viet *
Ge Qing
Jonathan Joseph Rossetti
Ziliang Shang
Haojin Song
Ruiling Sun
Enqiang Tang
Yu Tian
Li Wang
Yuchen Wang
Han Xiao
Ke Xu
Ziqiang Xue
Shuhang Yang
Wenfei Yu, βΓΣ
Jianan Zhang, βΓΣ
Nan Zhang
Xinrui Zheng

Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Management

Chanuttita Chitmanasak, βΓΣ
James Greiman
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Public Administration

Zion Bereket Charline Wanatilomu Kirongozi
Carly Allysa Branconnier, AEA Simone McGuinness, AEA
Ryan Joseph DiMaria, AEA Ruobing Pei
Jared Martin Duval Phoebe Suzanne Michels Roberts, AEA
Vaske Gjino Sarawadee Sonpuak
Monica Gow, AEA Marc Joseph Thuot
Antanina Gloria Greene Rachel Lynne White, AEA
Xingcen Guo Huizhong Yang, AEA
Jiacheng Hou Danning Zhao, AEA

Beta Gamma Sigma (BGS) indicates membership in the national honor society for students of management.
Alpha Epsilon Lambda (AEΛ) indicates membership in a national academic honor society for adult graduate students.

Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Professional Communication

Teymur Elmar Alikhanov Mengxin Ma
Kevin Dashawn Anderson Erin McKeon, AEA
Kuber Dhakal Robert Y. Phung
Yixin Du Amanda Popp, AEA
McKenzie Lizbeth Gaudette William Grant Holman Roberts
Ruqi Huang Isaac Eino Bacher Smith
Xin Huang Qianshu Sun
Alexander David Hull, AEA Haisi Zhang, AEA
Ziyuan Li Yuwei Wang
Yitong Lin, AEA Zewei Yao
Kaimu Liu
Xikun Lu Tong Zhou, AEA

Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Information Technology

Vivian Berry * Shrikant Udaykumar Patel, AEA
Askhat Khabibullayevich Beygenov Roman Enrique Pena, AEA
Yashaswini Bharati Srilatha Prodduturi
Manish Chauhan, AEA Ulfat Asgar Sayyed, AEA
Chiemela Uzoma Dike, AEA Lei Shi
Ankur Halwai Ekaterina Andreyevna Shusharina
Sarthak Jain, AEA Shriram Sivaraman, AEA
Qilin Jiang Aikaterini Tzanavara, AEA
Rajesh Shankar Kamble Yuhao Wang
Arvinder Kaur, AEA Sumanth John Wilson
Valinur Zinurovich Kutlambetov Houmin Xie
Yuanxi Li
Iana Sergeevna Matkovskaiia

Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Information Technology

Vivian Berry * Shrikant Udaykumar Patel, AEA
Askhat Khabibullayevich Beygenov Roman Enrique Pena, AEA
Yashaswini Bharati Srilatha Prodduturi
Manish Chauhan, AEA Ulfat Asgar Sayyed, AEA
Chiemela Uzoma Dike, AEA Lei Shi
Ankur Halwai Ekaterina Andreyevna Shusharina
Sarthak Jain, AEA Shriram Sivaraman, AEA
Qilin Jiang Aikaterini Tzanavara, AEA
Rajesh Shankar Kamble Yuhao Wang
Arvinder Kaur, AEA Sumanth John Wilson
Valinur Zinurovich Kutlambetov Houmin Xie
Yuanxi Li
Iana Sergeevna Matkovskaiia

Beta Gamma Sigma (BGS) indicates membership in the national honor society for students of management.
Alpha Epsilon Lambda (AEΛ) indicates membership in a national academic honor society for adult graduate students.

* Degree to be awarded upon successful completion of requirements
UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

CAMPUSS GREEN

OPENING REMARKS
David P. Angel, President

SENIOR ADDRESS
Antonella Davi

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
For Baccalaureate Degrees
Matthew P. Malsky, Associate Provost and Dean of the College

CHARGE TO DEGREE RECIPIENTS
David P. Angel, President

RECESSIONAL

Names of graduates and honors earned are accurate as of noon on Monday, May 13, 2019. We regret that later changes may not be reflected in the Commencement program.

Undergraduate Commencement Exercises will also be televised in Goddard Library, Academic Commons.
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science

Michael Sean Kinnes, *summa cum laude*

Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Phil Jake Lam Yiew Foo Ah Heng, *summa cum laude*, with honors in Mathematics
Burhan Ahmed, *summa cum laude*, with highest honors in Physics, with high honors in Mathematics
Selimam Am Na Akaba
Rashif Al-Mahmood, with honors in Economics
Valerie Christine Alexander, *cum laude*
Bradley M. Alicchio, *magna cum laude*
McQuire R. Allen-Hall
Miranda L. Alpert, *cum laude*
Olivia Evelyn Anastasio
Svea Lynn Andersson, *magna cum laude*
Andreza Ferreira Andrade, *cum laude*
Ximena Areiza Betancur
Asir Arif
Antonia P. Armstrong, *summa cum laude*, with highest honors in Art History
Francesca G. Armstrong
Rati Avaliani, *cum laude*
Andres A. Avila Paz
Daniel S. Avinoam *
Bezawit Solomon Ayalew
Maria Bahnassi *
Faie S. Baker, *magna cum laude*, with honors in Student Designed
Eli Louis Baldwin, *summa cum laude*, with high honors in Geography
Robin C. Baldwin, *magna cum laude*, with honors in Theatre Arts
Camille E. Bales, *summa cum laude*, with highest honors in Physics
Arnab Banik
Lige Bao *
Christina Iphigenia Bardjis, *magna cum laude*
Spyridon N. Bardjis
Olivia Allysse Barksdale, *cum laude*
Fiona Elspheth Barnett-Mulligan, *summa cum laude*
Brunella Bianca Barrera Demicheli
Eric F.J. Barrese
Luke Barrows, *cum laude*, with high honors in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Larissa K. Beecher, *summa cum laude*, with honors in Psychology
Atia Ferdous Begh, *cum laude*
Joseph L. Bell, *magna cum laude*

Leslie A. Benitez
Kathryn A. Benson, *magna cum laude*
Justine M.D. Berard
Anika Katherine Berger, *summa cum laude*, with high honors in Global Environmental Studies
Benjamin David Bergeron, *summa cum laude*, with highest honors in History
Thomas B. Berzok
Alexa Martha Margaret Betters, *cum laude*
Cory S. Bisbee
Gustave Horsten Bittenbender, *cum laude*, with high honors in Philosophy
Haley Virginia Blakemore
Ross H. Blanc
Nathan W. Bland, *magna cum laude*
Aleenia Renee Blankenship, *magna cum laude*
Stuart David Bleck
Savannah B. Blow, *magna cum laude*
Sydney R. Boardman *
Justine E. Bohl, *cum laude*
Jessica Marie Boulet, *summa cum laude*
Luke Branam-Wenger, *summa cum laude*
Leah S. Breiss, *summa cum laude*
Jeremy C. Brent, *cum laude*
Charlotte Day Bresce, *summa cum laude*
Shannon Dalton Briden, *cum laude*, with honors in Studio Art
Samuel James Brody, *cum laude*
Iolanthe C. Brooks, *summa cum laude*, with highest honors in Geography
Kyle T. Broughton, *cum laude*
Bradley Russell Brownell, *magna cum laude*
Kole E. Brownstein, *summa cum laude*
Hector Rodrigo Bucaro Molina
Madeleine S. Buchman, *summa cum laude*, with high honors in Economics
Phuong Lan Bui, *cum laude*
Joseph M. Burke, *summa cum laude*, with high honors in Music
Casey Katharine Bush, *summa cum laude*, with highest honors in History
Kate S. Cable-Murphy, *summa cum laude*
Yenifer E. Cabreja
Patrick C. Campbell
Hugh B. Campos-Martyn
Lauren B. Canoni, *magna cum laude*
Rodney S. Cargill, magna cum laude
Erica Ann Carlson
Jacinda May Carson, magna cum laude, with honors in Economics, magna cum laude, with honors in Political Science
Jessica R. Chadwick, magna cum laude
Jamiecon S. Chaitman, magna cum laude, with honors in Geography
Nicholas C. Chalmers, summa cum laude
Eunjeong Chang
Elizabeth M. Charron
Hassan Tareq Chehab, magna cum laude
Rachel C. Chen
Yingyi Chen
Harsha Chitturi *
Joy Chiu, magna cum laude
Varun Choubey
Madison P. Chuma, magna cum laude
Sophia H. Clarke
Matthew Paul Claus
Emma R. Clemente
Brittany H. Cloutier *
Adina Rose Goldberg Cohen, summa cum laude
Laura Elizabeth Cohen
Spencer J. Cohen, magna cum laude
Gabriel Orleans Cohen-Glinick, summa cum laude
Ethan Zachary Cole *
Ryan Bobbie Cole
Gia Maria Coleman *
Alyssa K. Collins, magna cum laude
Regan D. Conrad, summa cum laude, with high honors in Biology
Lisa Consiglio *
Adam Converse
Serina Annette Cook, cum laude
Aubrey McGrath Cornwell, magna cum laude
Isabelle Florence Costa
Liliana Grace Costa-Smith, summa cum laude
Christian R. Dale
Teresa Sophia Dancewicz Helmers, magna cum laude, with honors in Music
Keegan D. Daugherty, summa cum laude, with high honors in Psychology
Antonella Davi, cum laude
Daniel Davidoff
Alexandrea Nicole Davis
Samantha L. Davis, cum laude
Shayna Jean Davis, summa cum laude
William D. Day III, magna cum laude
Gabrielle M. DeAngelis, magna cum laude
Jenna Nhu Thi DeFosse, magna cum laude, with honors in International Development and Social Change
Zoe S. DeGrazia, summa cum laude
Katy Deng, cum laude
Kristen K. Descoteaux, cum laude
Joshua K. DeSouza
Breanna Michelle Desrochers, magna cum laude, with highest honors in Computer Science
Padmini Dey, summa cum laude, with high honors in Political Science
Valerie Diaz, summa cum laude
Carol E. Dillis, summa cum laude, with honors in International Development and Social Change
Alice Christine Dillon, summa cum laude, with highest honors in History
Dominic G. DiTomasso
Khanh Quang Do,
with honors in Studio Art
Madeleine Rose Doyle, magna cum laude
Savannah N. Dube, summa cum laude, with high honors in Media, Culture & the Arts
Scott G. DuPont
Rhys E. Duquette
Colleen Elizabeth Durkin, magna cum laude, with high honors in Screen Studies
Sophia Louise Dzikas, summa cum laude
Wesley P. Ecay, cum laude
Lamarre Edouard Jr., magna cum laude, with honors in Psychology
Chukwuoma Kingsley Egbeuzie, magna cum laude
Max Elias, magna cum laude
Cypress M. Ellen, magna cum laude
Taylor Anne Erickson, magna cum laude
Bryan J. Escobar Ramirez
Audriana L. Esperat, cum laude, with highest honors in Studio Art
Camila Espinosa Coronel, summa cum laude
Ogechi Ezenma, summa cum laude
Kaitlin E. Fandozzi, magna cum laude, with honors in Economics
Gregory Robert Farrington, summa cum laude, with high honors in History
Mujidat T. Omotola Fashola
Cassandra T. Feeney, cum laude
Jason H. Fehrstrum, summa cum laude
Michael E. Felder
Jennifer R. Fells, summa cum laude
Soafa Nahir Fernandez-Valdes, magna cum laude
Julian B. Feshbach-Meriney
Gabriel Foldenak, cum laude
Peter W. Foley, magna cum laude
Elizabeth Mary Helen Fontaine
Benjamin L. Forman, magna cum laude
Marika Kyranna Fox, summa cum laude
Christopher J. Frangomeli
Ariana M. Franklin, summa cum laude
Isabella E. Frederick, magna cum laude
Liza N. French, summa cum laude, with high honors in Media, Culture & the Arts
Lee E. Friedman *
Paul Dante Frissora
Ailin Fu
Anne L. Fulton, *cum laude*
Alexandra M. Furtado
Gabriela Gabor Kertznus
Laura Beatriz Galeano, *cum laude*
Sahil R. Gangula
Ana Lis Garcia
Miguel A. Garcia, *cum laude*
Sydney Taylor Gecer, *summa cum laude*
Samuel Geiger, *magna cum laude*
Zaza Gelashvili, *summa cum laude, with highest honors in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology*
Alisa Gelfand, *magna cum laude*
Maxwell Eli Gessman
Kubahan Ryan Giambrone
Brianna E. Giannas, *cum laude*
Samuel D. Gillespie, *magna cum laude*
Adam R. Gilman, *cum laude*
Giorgi Giorgadze *
Halley Lauren Glier, *summa cum laude*
Jonathan A. Gober *
Nichole Irene Goguen
Hannah G. Goldberg, *summa cum laude*
Rose H. Goldberg, *cum laude*
Sophia R. Goldberg, *cum laude*
Tiana Anita Marie Goldberg *
Macy Fischer Golman, *cum laude*
Mariah Gomes, *cum laude*
Matheus B. Goncalves, *magna cum laude*
Kevin S. Gordon
Tracy X. Graham, *cum laude*
Rachel K. Gray, *magna cum laude*
Zhanecille Green, *magna cum laude*
Tenzing Ngodup Gurung *
Joya Dorothea Hall-Sullivan, *magna cum laude*
Timothy Hallly, *cum laude*
Joanna G. Hamilton
Kelly T. Hancock, *magna cum laude*
Sariaka M. Hanson
Anushka Harlalka
Gil Perry Richlin Haven *
Lyndsey Marie Hawkes, *with high honors in Theatre Arts*
Alexandra E. Hawkins
Danielle M. Hearlnaye
Shannon Darcy Herman
Katherine Mary Hession
Anthony J. Himmelberger, *magna cum laude, with highest honors in Environmental Science*
Jeremy Hirson-Sagayln, *summa cum laude*
John Doran Hoelglund, *summa cum laude*
Lauren Elizabeth Holmen, *magna cum laude*
Navid Al Hossain
Miranda Marie Hotham
Taylor Morgan Houston
Xiaohao Huang, *cum laude*
Matthew J. Huelsenbeck
Samantha Jo Hughson, *magna cum laude*
Celine T. Hunt
Lara Nabil Ibrahim
Shaft Ismam Ifty, *summa cum laude*
Hannah D. Ingham, *cum laude*
Kaioji Jordan Michaela Inniss, *cum laude*
Leah T. Isenberg
Saadman Islam, *cum laude*
Abigail Israel
Shulamith Anderson Jacobi, *summa cum laude, with high honors in Sociology*
Syeda Y. Jan
Yamaya T. Jean, *cum laude, with honors in International Development and Social Change*
Melanie Ann Jennings, *summa cum laude, with highest honors in English*
Kathryn M. Jensen, *cum laude*
Zhongfan Jiang
Toma Jobava
Elizabeth Claire Jones *
Gregory E. Jones, *cum laude, with high honors in Physics*
Timothy Wood Jones, *cum laude*
Joyce E. Joseph, *cum laude*
Anna A. Kaplan, *magna cum laude*
Lee W. Kaplan
Adrienne L. Kasmally, *summa cum laude*
David B. Katz *
Amy M. Kaufman, *cum laude, with high honors in Studio Art*
Harpreet Kaur, *cum laude*
Eric R. Keller
Zachary E. Kelley, *magna cum laude*
Chloe E. Kellum, *summa cum laude*
Maya L.G. Kerstetter, *magna cum laude*
Nathaniel Willem Keuter, *magna cum laude*
Azal J. Khaled
Ha Young Kim
So Jung Kim
Brandon R. King, *magna cum laude*
Hannah Catherine Greenberg King, *summa cum laude*
Ryan G. King, *magna cum laude*
Aliyah C. Kingsley, *magna cum laude*
Brendan M. Kittredge, *cum laude*
Kathlyn A. Koranteng
Morgan A. Krom, *cum laude*
Mya Juliet Kyaw, *magna cum laude, with honors in Economics*
Brittney L. Lacerte
Cheyenne Rae LaChapelle
Emily Rose Ladda, *magna cum laude, with high honors in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology*
Rachel G. Laider, *cum laude*
Kaylyn C. Landahl, *cum laude, with high honors in Studio Art*
Olivia Rae Landry, *magna cum laude*
Brandon Alberto Lau Zelaya, *summa cum laude, with honors in Economics*
Huy Minh Le, *cum laude*
Leilana A. Le, *magna cum laude*
Phuong My Le, cum laude
James H. Le Sueur
Hyomin Lee, summa cum laude, with high honors in Psychology
Jonathan C. Lee
Young Sun Lee, magna cum laude
Kacey Legare, summa cum laude
Benjamin F. Levine, summa cum laude
Jack S. Levine
Ian Seth Levy, magna cum laude
Lauren S. Liderman, summa cum laude
Bruno Michael Lieto
Noah T. Liscord
Congyi Liu, cum laude
Elizabeth R. Lloyd, magna cum laude
Tanzeem Khan Lodi, magna cum laude, with honors in Economics
Juan Jose Lopera, magna cum laude
Samuel F. Luz
Julia J. Lyman *
Brad H. Lynn, cum laude
Olivia Rose Lyons, magna cum laude
Kate E. Maher
Grant S. Maitland *
Jacob Malicky *
Tarun Kumar Malik, magna cum laude
Logan Manchester, magna cum laude, with highest honors in English
Sara D. W. Mann, cum laude
Noelia Nicole Martinez, cum laude
Nathan I. Maselek
Jivanna Nina Mason, magna cum laude
Nadine M. Maziarz *
Molly C. McAuliffe
Lucas Michael McCormick
Joseph P. McElwee, cum laude
Shawn M. McGarry, magna cum laude
Michael Adler McGrew
Simone McGuinness, summa cum laude
Kayleigh A. McHugh, cum laude
Megan Elizabeth McIntyre
Robert Sean McLaughlin, cum laude
Katheryn L. McNicholas, magna cum laude, with high honors in International Development and Social Change
Chaimaa Medhat
Crisbelly Medina Adames, cum laude
Kendra L. Melanson, cum laude
Eliza Jane Meltzer, magna cum laude
Linnea S. Menin, summa cum laude
Ana Patricia Mercado Roque
Joshua T. Merchat, magna cum laude, with honors in Economics
Sarp Mertdogan, cum laude, with high honors in Economics
Ayse Dilar Mestci, cum laude
Andrew M. Mezzi, magna cum laude, with highest honors in Mathematics
Juliet F. Michelsen, summa cum laude, with high honors in Political Science
Daniele Marie Michaud *
Derek G. Michaud
Andrew Fox Mikels
Devon J. Miller
Linda Mindaye
Urmi Sophia Minkin
Manahil Mir, cum laude
Jamila Mirzazade
Cameron M. Mitchell
Quinn Mitchell, cum laude
Hanan Ali Mohammed *
Raitzitz Dinesh Mondal, magna cum laude
Mitchell Henry Mondro, cum laude
Marco Moneti, magna cum laude
Erika Monsalve Ruiz
Brandon J. Mooney, magna cum laude, with high honors in Political Science
Fintan A. Mooney, summa cum laude
Emily A. Moscuto, cum laude
Clementine Mukarukundo, cum laude
Amelia Rose Muratori, cum laude
Makayla Kaye Murphy, summa cum laude
Lisa Musumba, cum laude
Clement Nagourney
Krishna Raj Naithani
Cassandra LeeAnn Napolitano
Aidan M. Naravane
Melanie Fossett Nash
Rebecca K. Nash, magna cum laude
Alexandra Elyn Navarro
Isaac S. Nemetz, magna cum laude
Hei Yin Jocelyn Ng, magna cum laude, with highest honors in Economics
Nhung Hong Nguyen
Viet Hong Nguyen, cum laude
Anh Mai Nhu
Andrew Thomas Nickerson, magna cum laude, with high honors in Psychology
Teodor Nicola-Antoniu, summa cum laude
Nicoletta Nicolau, cum laude
Maia Nikoladze, summa cum laude, with highest honors in Political Science, with highest honors in Economics
Jin Yu Ning
Soña E. Noguer, cum laude
Mikela Nolin, summa cum laude
Andrea Tilkina Nop, cum laude
Samantha L. Nurenberg
Anson M. O’Connor
Samantha M. O’Gara
Daniel R. Oliveira, summa cum laude
Sarah Priscilla Oliveira, cum laude
Adegboyega Akbar Oluronimbe
Olukoshi, cum laude
Jocelyn Michele Orangio, cum laude
Fatima Orta Arenas, cum laude
Julian Jose Ortega
Samantha M. Ortega
Sebastian Jose Ortega
Corinne Cannon Ouellette
Jessica Christin Owen
Andrew R. Pagan, summa cum laude, with high honors in Geography
Nishant Pandey
Brenda T. Paredes-Arce, cum laude
Alexandria A. Pariscau, cum laude
Jessica L. Patterson
Alyssa A. Pelletier, summa cum laude, with highest honors in Studio Art
Sydney Elizabeth Pepper, summa cum laude, with high honors in Music
Kelsey J. Perry
Bao Pham, magna cum laude
Armely Massiel Pichardo Rosario, cum laude
Jack G. Pierce, magna cum laude
Geraldine Arielle Pierre, cum laude
Jazelle A. Pilato, magna cum laude, with highest honors in Psychology
Cassandra M. Pires
Camilo Posada Rodriguez, summa cum laude, with high honors in Sociology
Zoe A. Provan, magna cum laude
Elizabeth Christine Putnam
Minh Nhat Quach, with honors in Economics
Rayme Alcozar Quiban, magna cum laude
Amaan Quraishi, cum laude
Alexander M. Rakovshik
Benjamin Allen Ravel, cum laude, with honors in History
Samantha Elyse Reed
Ashley C. Renfro, magna cum laude
Theodthora Renja
Kayla Joan Rich, summa cum laude, with high honors in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Brittany Elaine Richard
Heather Lynne Riesenberg, summa cum laude
Claudia M. Rivera Gruvis
nikolle Leoninskiy Rivera Guerra
Syed Asad Raza Rizvi, summa cum laude
Sadie Robert *
Michelle Leigh Robidas, magna cum laude
Jesus Manuel Robles Garcia
Demi Alma Rodriguez, cum laude
Rohan Roger
Cyanne J. Rohif
Kasey Ann Roscello, summa cum laude
Daniel I. Rothenberg
Gillian S. Rude, summa cum laude, with high honors in Screen Studies
Yeanet Karina Ruiz
Emma Rose Russell
Maxwell Sacra *
Srivatsa Saharia
Andrey Samedoev
Adrienne C. Sanchez, cum laude
Nicole Sandal, cum laude
Nahrin L. Sangkagalo
Alisha Ekin Savoy, magna cum laude, with honors in Art History
Rebecca A. Schaffer, summa cum laude
Mary-Ellise Schiffer, cum laude
Dylan R. Schrama
Julia L. Schroeder, summa cum laude, with highest honors in Psychology
Caitlin M. Schubert, magna cum laude
Danielle Schumacher
Emily Schutz, magna cum laude
Olivia F. Schwartz, summa cum laude
Ella Caroline Scott, cum laude
Julian P. Serebrin
Ammanuel Alemayehu Seyoum
Yousef A. Shahin
Gyuinara Shakhalieva, summa cum laude, with high honors in Economics
Lori Allison Stanley, cum laude
Claire Shapton, summa cum laude, with high honors in Geography
Ram Sudhir Sharma, magna cum laude, with highest honors in Physics, with high honors in Philosophy
Daniel T. Shaw
Salma Shawa, summa cum laude, with honors in Political Science
Cordelia Shc Toh, magna cum laude
Kimberly Dawn Shendell, magna cum laude
Layan Sherif
Jeremy S. Sherman
Michelle Shnayder, cum laude
John W. Short, with honors in History
Erin Elizabeth Shull, summa cum laude
Caroline M. Shulman, cum laude
Anabel Violet Siegal, magna cum laude, with high honors in Studio Art
Mira Elizabeth Siewert, magna cum laude, with high honors in Psychology
Rebecca Lori Silver, magna cum laude
Jaime Lily Silverman, with high honors in Theatre Arts
Rylee A. Simons, summa cum laude, with highest honors in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Daniella T. Simoun-Tkachenko, summa cum laude
Nathaniel David Sintros, magna cum laude
Nia M. Slater-Bookhart, cum laude, with honors in Community Youth & Education Studies
Macalister Slepkow
Peter Hvalsgen Smaadahl, cum laude
Allyson Nichole Smith, cum laude
Marin A. Smith, magna cum laude
Riley B. Smith, magna cum laude
Seo Hyun Song, magna cum laude
Peter M. Sparks, summa cum laude
Michael Stanley
John R. Stark
Acadia Mac Stewart
Justin A. Stewart *
Latin Honors: Latin honors are awarded at three ascending levels: cum laude, magna cum laude, and summa cum laude. These general honors are determined by criteria such as GPA and percentage of courses taken on a graded basis.

ΑΣΛ indicates membership in Alpha sigma Lambda, a national academic honor society for adult undergraduate students.

* Degree to be awarded upon successful completion of requirements
**Senior Members of Phi Beta Kappa**

Phil Jake Lam Yiew Foo  
Ah Heng  
Burhan Ahmed  
Eli Louis Baldwin  
Camille E. Bales  
Anika Katherine Berger  
Jessica Marie Boulet  
Leah S. Breiss  
Charlotte Day Bresce  
Iolantche C. Brooks  
Bradley Russell Brownell  
Kole E. Brownstein  
Madeleine S. Buchman  
Adina Rose Goldberg  
Liliana Grace Costa Smith  
Shayna Jean Davis  
Zoe S. DeGrazia  
Padmini Dey  
Savannah N. Dube  
Ogechi Ezemma  
Jason H. Fehnstrom  
Ariana M. Franklin  
Liza N. French  
Sydney Taylor Geer  
Zaza Gelashvili  
Alisa Gelfand  
Halley Lauren Glier  
Tracy X. Graham  
Shah Isman Ifty  
Saadman Islam  
Brandon Alberto Lau Zelaya  
Lauren S. Liderman  
Elizabeth R. Lloyd  
Linnea S. Menin  
Teodor Nicola-Antoniou  
Maia Nikoladze  
Daniel R. Oliveira  
Alyssa A. Pelletier  
Sydney Elizabeth Pepper  
Camilo Posada Rodriguez  
Gillian S. Rude  
Julia L. Schroeder  
Gyulnara Shakhalieva  
Claire Shapton  
Salma Shawa  
Daniella T.  
Padmini dey  
Savannah N. Dube  
Padmini dey  
Ogechi Ezemma  
Isabella E. Frederick  
Macy Fischer Golman  
Tracy X. Graham  
Melanie Ann Jennings  
Joyce E. Joseph  
Kacey Legare  
Manahil Mir  
Nia M. Slater-Bookhart  
Mary Teketel Yohannes

**Members of Fiat Lux Honor Society**

Svea Lynn Andersson  
Keegan G. Daugherty  
Kat Deng  
Chukwuma Kindsley  
Egbuzie  
Ogechi Ezemma  
Isabella E. Frederick  
Macy Fischer Golman  
Tracy X. Graham  
Melanie Ann Jennings  
Joyce E. Joseph  
Kacey Legare  
Manahil Mir  
Nia M. Slater-Bookhart  
Mary Teketel Yohannes

**Members of Gryphon & Pleiades Senior Honor Society**

Iolantche C. Brooks  
Keegan G. Daugherty  
Macy Fischer Golman  
Joya Dorothea Hall Sullivan  
Teodor Nicola-Antoniou  
Maia Nikoladze  
Camilo Posada Rodriguez  
Heather Lynne Riesenberg  
Gillian S. Rude  
Ram Sudhir Sharma  
Seo Hyun Song  
Isaac Andrews Stone

**Omicron Delta Epsilon – National Economics Honor Society**

Rashif Al-Mahmood  
Phuong Lan Bui  
Jose Ignacio Castillo Montenegro  
Joy Chiu  
Sophia Louise Dzikas  
Chukwuma Kingsley  
Egbuzie  
Kaitlin E. Fandozzi  
Zhongfan Jiang  
Nathaniel Willem Keuter  
Ian Seth Levy  
Sarp Mertdogan  
Andrew M. Mezzi  
Hei Yin Jocelyn Ng  
Maia Nikoladze  
Adegboyega Akbar  
Olurumimbe Olukoshi  
Jack G. Pierce  
Gyulnara Shakhalieva  
Samuel P. Wogan

**Sigma Tau Delta – International English Honor Society**

Lilianna Grace Costa-Smith  
Melanie Ann Jennings  
Tarun Kumar Malik  
Logan Manchester

**Gamma Theta Upsilon – International Geography Honor Society**

Iolantche C. Brooks  
Anthony J. Himmelberger  
Kaomi Jordan  
Michaela Innis  
Olivia F. Schwartz  
Claire Shapton  
Rebecca Lori Silver
Phi Alpha Theta – National History Honor Society
Joseph L. Bell  Gregory Robert Farrington  Benjamin A. Ravel
Benjamin D. Bergeron  Macy Fischer Golman  John W. Short
Casey Katharine Bush  Zhaneille Green  Maggie Jean Tarbox
Hassan Tareq Chehab  Joya Dorothea Hall-Sullivan  Jacob Meir Weiss
Alice C. Dillon  Aliyah C. Kingsley

Beta Gamma Sigma – National Management Honor Society
Alisa Gelfand  Kasey Ann Roscello  Phat Tan Tran
Brandon Alberto Lau  Erin Elizabeth Shull  Zelaya

Phi Sigma Tau – National Philosophy Honor Society
Gustave Horsten  Wesley P. Ecay  Heather Lynne Riesenber
Bittenbender  Samuel Geiger  Ram Sudhir Sharma
Ethan Zachary Cole  Shulamith Anderson Jacobi  Caroline P. Twining
William D. Day III  Timothy Wood Jones

Pi Sigma Alpha – National Political Science Honor Society
Robin C. Baldwin  Valerie Diaz  Juliet F. Michaelisen
Savannah B. Blow  Max Elias  Manabili Mir
Kate S. Cable-Murphy  Alisa Gelfand  Brandon J. Mooney
Jacinda May Carson  Hannah G. Goldberg  Maia Nikoladze
Jose Ignacio Castillo  Joya Dorothea Hall-Sullivan  Salma Shawa
Montenegro  John Doran Hoeglund  Kimberly Dawn Shendell
Nicholas C. Chalmers  Kathryn M. Jensen  Riley B. Smith
Shayna Jean Davis  Tanzeem Khan Lodi  August Andersen Welles
Katy Deng  Robert Sean McLaughlin
Padmini Dey  Joshua T. Merchat

Psi Chi – The International Honor Society in Psychology
Svea Lynn Andersson  Ariana M. Franklin  Camilo Posada Rodriguez
Larissa K. Beecher  Sydney Taylor Geer  Kasey Ann Roscello
Jessica Marie Boulet  Lauren Elizabeth Holmen  Rebecca A. Schaffer
Lauren B. Canoni  Adrienne L. Kasmally  Julia L. Schroeder
Jessica R. Chadwick  Morgan A. Krom  Daniella T. Simoun-
Alyssa K. Collins  Hyomin Lee  Tkachenko
Keegan G. Daugherty  Kacey Legare  Alicia D. Summa
Samantha L. Davis  Benjamin F. Levine  Erica Sutton
Breanna Michelle Desrochers  Olivia Rose Lyons  Jenny M. Thi
Wesley P. Ecay  Simone McGuinness  Andrew B. Thomas
Lamarre Edouard Jr.  Eliza Jane Meltzer  Gabrielle Rosemary Totten
Max Elias  Andreena Tohkna Nop
Camila Espinosa Coronel  Jazelle A. Pilato  Zachary August Wipff

Alpha Kappa Delta – International Sociology Honor Society
Valerie Christine Alexander  Ariana M. Franklin  Gillian S. Rude
Iolanthe C. Brooks  Giorgi Giorgadze  Julia L. Schroeder
Adina Rose Goldberg  Shulamith Anderson Jacobi  Marin A. Smith
Max Elias  Hannah C. King  Akira Tamakoshi
Gabrielle M. DeAngelis  Tarun Kumar Malik  Alexis ShonDec Turgeon
Madeleine Rose Doyle  Camilo Posada Rodriguez
ANNUAL AWARDS

UNIVERSITY AWARDS

The Howard Bonar Jefferson Award
Antonia P. Armstrong

Thomas M. Dolan ’62 Outstanding Service Award
Chukwuma Kingsley Egbuzie Samantha Jo Hughson

The Paul P. Vouras ’51 Social Science Award
Iolanthe C. Brooks Maia Nikoladze

DEPARTMENT AWARDS

Department of Biology
The David Potter Prize for Excellence in Biology
Kole E. Brownstein Regan D. Conrad Ogechi Ezemma

M. Margaret Comer Memorial Award for Undergraduate Studies in the Biological Sciences
Regan D. Conrad Jivanna Nina Mason

Department of Chemistry
The American Institute of Chemists Foundation Student Award
Kayla Joan Rich Yana Zubarev
The American Chemical Society, Division of Organic Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry
Luke Barrows

Department of Economics
David R. Porter ’35 Prize for Excellence in Economics
Madeleine S. Buchman Maia Nikoladze Gyulnara Shakhalieva

Harry B. and Alice N. Sheftel Endowed Prize in Economics
Madeleine S. Buchman Gyulnara Shakhalieva

Department of English
Loring Holmes and Ruth Dodd Drama Contest
Antonia P. Armstrong

Prentiss Cheney Hoyt Poetry Contest
Alyssa A. Pelletier

Betty ’79 and Stanley Sultan Short Story Contest
Carolyn E. Strauss

Virginia Mason Vaughan Prize in English for the Most Outstanding Honors Thesis
Melanie Ann Jennings

Department of Environmental Science
Environmental Science Academic Excellence Award
Rose H. Goldberg Daniel R. Oliveira

Environmental Science Research Excellence Award
Anthony J. Himmelberger

Environmental Science Excellence in Practice Award
Olivia Allyse Barksdale Kendra L. Melanson

Department of Geography
Ellen Churchill Semple Award
Eli Louis Baldwin

Clark Labs GIS Excellence Award
Anika Katherine Berger

Global Environmental Studies Outstanding Student Award
Kristen M. Truesdale
NCGE (National Council for Geographic Education)

Excellence of Scholarship Award
Rose H. Goldberg

Linda Roth Memorial Activist Scholar Award
Rebecca Lori Silver

The Marcia V. Szügda-Emani Memorial Environmental Scholarship Award
Olivia Allyse Barksdale

Department of History

George A. Billias American History Prize
Maggie Jean Tarbox

H. Donaldson Jordan Essay Prize
Benjamin D. Bergeron    Alice C. Dillon

Paul Lucas European History Prize
Macy Fischer Golman

Department of International Development and Social Change

Academic Achievement Award
Katheryn L. McNicholas

Impact Award
Carly E. Dilis

Department of Languages, Literature and Culture

Theodore and Phyllis Barbera Award for Excellence in Spanish
Adina Rose Goldberg Cohen    Liza N. French
Noelia Nicole Martinez

J. Fannin King Memorial Award for Excellence in Comparative Literature
Elizabeth R. Lloyd

J. Fannin King Award for Excellence in French
Halley Lauren Glier

Department of Management

Morton H. ’51 and Vivian B. Sigel Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Management Major
Kasey Ann Roscello

Department of Math and Computer Science

Outstanding Achievement in Computer Science Award
Teodor Nicola-Antoniu

Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics Award
Andrew M. Mezzi

Department of Philosophy

David N. Saltman ’83 Undergraduate Prize for Excellence in Philosophy
Heather Lynne Riesenbreg  Ram Sudhir Sharma

Department of Physics

Albert C. Erickson ’30 Academic Award
Burhan Ahmed

Department of Political Science

Sallie R. Holthausen Prize for Excellence in International Relations
Juliet F. Michaelson

Chair’s Prize for Excellence in Comparative Politics
Kathryn M. Jensen

Irving and Edith Wilner Prize for Best Research Paper in American Politics
Nicholas C. Chalmers    Samuel F. Luz
Department of Psychology

**Dr. Lee Gurel ’48/John E. Bell Achievement Award**
Keegan G. Daugherty
James Cordova, Nicole Overstreet, faculty mentors

**Simon and Eve Colin Undergraduate Creativity Award**
Hyomin Lee

**Outstanding Undergraduates in Psychology**
Hyomin Lee Andrew Thomas Nickerson
Jazelle A. Pilato Rebecca A. Schaffer

**Herman A. Witkin Memorial Fund**
Keegan G. Daugherty

Department of Sociology

**Addams-Mills Award**
Iolanthe C. Brooks Shulamith Anderson Jacobi

Department of Visual and Performing Arts

**Robert P. Manero Memorial Music Award**
Joseph M. Burke Sydney Elizabeth Pepper

Asian Studies Program

**Dr. Lee Gurel ’48 Asian Studies Award**
Aubrey McGrath Cornwell Cypress M. Ellen

Innovation and Entrepreneurship Program

**U’reka Contest 2019**
Valerie Diaz Kristen M. Truesdale

Pre-Law Program

**The Elaine ’65 and Barry D. Epstein ’62 Pre-Law Award**
Kathryn M. Jensen

Premedical/Predental Program

**Dr. Kenneth A. Senter ’43 Award for Premed Undergraduate Students**
Zaza Gelashvili Chloe E. Kellum
Amaan Quraishi

**Edward N. Trachtenberg Endowed Prize**
Rylee A. Simons

Women’s and Gender Studies Program

**The Cynthia Enloe Award**
Gabriel Orleans Cohen-Glinick

**Alice Higgins Award in Women’s Studies**
Carly E. Dillis

**The Hazel Hughes Women’s Studies Award for Academic Excellence and Creativity**
Gabriel Orleans Cohen-Glinick
Jeffrey Lurie ’73 (Commencement speaker) is a successful businessman, filmmaker, and owner of the Philadelphia Eagles, winners of the 2018 Super Bowl and one of the National Football League’s legendary franchises. In addition to his team’s on-field success, Lurie is a compassionate and dedicated philanthropist. Upon purchasing the Eagles in 1994, he immediately committed to improving the health outcomes for at-risk youth across the Philadelphia region. Eagles Youth Partnership, later known as Eagles Charitable Foundation, has enhanced the lives of more than one million children through its health and education programs. Lurie’s commitment to philanthropy grew in 2017 with his launching of the Eagles Autism Challenge, raising $2.5 million toward autism research. The Eagles have been widely recognized across the NFL for their advocacy of social justice and human rights initiatives, as well. Lurie earned the 2018 Paul “Tank” Younger Award, given annually to an NFL executive, coach, or owner who promotes racial and gender diversity. And in acknowledgment of the organization’s commitment to philanthropy, coupled with its revolutionary work in the sustainability field through the team’s Go Green program, the Eagles were presented with the Sports Team of the Year Award by Beyond Sport in 2011. Lurie is also an accomplished film producer whose documentaries, Inside Job and Inocente, earned Academy Awards.

Martha C. Nussbaum, Ph.D., is the Ernst Freund Distinguished Service Professor of Law and Ethics in the Department of Philosophy and Law School at the University of Chicago. Nussbaum is internationally renowned for her work in ancient Greek and Roman philosophy, feminist philosophy, political philosophy, philosophy and the arts, and ethics, including animal rights. She is the author of numerous articles and books, including Cultivating Humanity: A Classical Defense of Reform in Liberal Education; Frontiers of Justice: Disability, Nationality, Species Membership; Sex and Social Justice; Hiding from Humanity: Disgust, Shame, and the Law; and most recently, The Monarchy of Fear: A Philosopher Looks at our Political Crisis. She earned her bachelor’s degree from New York University, and her master’s and doctorate degrees from Harvard University. Nussbaum was awarded the 2016 Kyoto Prize in Arts and Philosophy and the 2018 Berggruen Prize in Philosophy.

Robert Stevenish, P ’86, a longtime member of the Clark Board of Trustees, has a deep history of impactful leadership in the corporate retail world. He served as president and chief operating officer of Modell’s Sporting Goods, chief executive officer of Trilegiant Corporation and Netmarket, and chairman and chief executive officer of Fedco. He has also held senior positions for Montgomery Ward, Hills Department Stores, and J.C. Penney. Stevenish is chairman of the board for Adler Germany and Myron Corporation USA, and serves on the board of directors for a host of companies, including Carolyn Kinder International. His service to the Clark Board of Trustees is wide-ranging – he is board vice chair, chairs the Governance Committee, is a key member on the Investment and Executive committees, and co-chairs Campaign Clark.
Restrooms, Handicap accessible

Jazzman’s Café (in the Academic Commons) is open 10 a.m.–4 p.m. Espresso and coffee bar with assorted pastries available for purchase.

The Concession Stand (outside the University Center) is open 8:30 a.m.–4 p.m. Coffee, Danish, fruit cups, assorted lunch items and drinks available for purchase.

The Den (in the Shaich Family Alumni and Student Engagement Center) is open 8 a.m.–noon. Coffee bar with assorted pastries available for purchase.

The Campus Store (in the Shaich Family Alumni and Student Engagement Center) is open 9 a.m.–4 p.m.

Taxi Service: Yellow Cab 508-754-3211 and Red Cab 508-792-9999
University-wide Commencement and Undergraduate Ceremony

Recommended seating area for guests of Graduate School Students

Kneller Athletic Center: Graduate School Ceremony

Academic Commons: Indoor seating option for Undergraduate Ceremony/Broadcast

Sackler Sciences Center, Johnson Auditorium: Additional seating for Graduate School Ceremony/Broadcast

University Police: 508-793-7575

Information Stations

Information Station and stroller check in

Parking

Procession Route

Celebrate this special day and join in on the conversation. Use #ClarkU2019 and share your photos with us on Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook!
COMMENCEMENT NOTES

Clark University was founded in 1887 as the first all-graduate institution in America; the undergraduate college was established in 1902. During the early years of the University, graduate degrees were awarded on an individual basis. Formal commencement exercises began at Clark in June 1905, when bachelor’s degrees were awarded for the first time.

From the cap, gown, and hood, it is possible to distinguish the institution from which the wearer graduated, the field of learning in which his or her degree was earned, and the level of degree: bachelor’s, master’s, or doctoral.

The distinguishing feature of the black mortarboard cap, standard at most colleges and universities in the United States, is the color of the tassel—black for the holder of bachelor’s or master’s degrees, gold for doctoral degrees and the governing officers of educational institutions.

The gown is normally black, although the chief officers of many universities wear colored gowns, and several institutions have authorized optional doctoral gowns that embody the institution’s colors. The level of degree is indicated by the gown’s cut. The bachelor’s gown, which is relatively simple, has long pointed sleeves. The master’s gown is somewhat fuller, and its sleeves, which reach nearly to the wearer’s knees, are squared at the ends. The gown for the doctoral degree is cut rather fully. It has velvet panels down the front and around the neck, and bell-shaped sleeves decorated with three horizontal velvet bars.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of academic attire in the United States. Originally used as a cowl, as a shoulder cape, and as a container in which to collect alms, the hood is now worn at the back, suspended from the shoulders. The length of the hood and width of the velvet border indicate the level of the degree held. The length of the bachelor’s hood is four feet long, and the border is five inches wide. The hood is lined with the official color or colors of the institution conferring the degree, and the color of the border indicates the field of learning in which the degree is earned.

The gown worn by doctoral candidates was designed and first worn in 1991 to commemorate the one-hundredth anniversary of the awarding of the first Ph.D. at Clark. The robes are emerald green with gold University seals on the lapels. These complement the traditional doctoral hoods, which reflect the University’s official colors: white and emerald.

The gold cord worn by students receiving their degrees through the Undergraduate College signifies graduation with honors.

The flags of many nations, and the United Nations, line the walkway of the processional at today’s Commencement. These flags represent the homelands of undergraduate and graduate degree recipients. With students from 83 countries in attendance at Clark and members of the faculty involved in research, training and development around the world, Clark’s international character is evident and is honored today with this display.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Professional photographs of each student will be available for purchase after graduation day from:

Commencement Photos, Inc.
1348 Main Street
Tewksbury, MA 01876
978-851-5924
commencementphotos.com